TEEN ROMANCE & RELATIONSHIPS

Total tragedy of a girl named hamlet – Erin Dionne

Who am I without him?: Short stories about girls and the boys in their lives - by Flake, Sharon

The summer I turned pretty: Book #1 - by Han, Jenny

Mates, dates, and inflatable bras /: Book #1 - by Hopkins, Cathy

Dairy queen : a novel /: Book #1 - by Murdock, Catherine Gilbert

Hawksong /: Book #1 by Atwater-Rhodes, Amelia

The princess diaries /: Book #1 - by Cabot, Meg

Something like Fate and Other Titles – by Colasanti

The Luckiest Girl and Fifteen – by Beverly Cleary

Boys Next Door – by Echols

Anna and the French Kiss by Stephanie Perkins

Confessions of a Serial Kisser by Wendelin VanDraanen

Girlfriend Material by Melissa Kantor

Princess and the Snowbird by Ivie Mette Harrison

Confessions of Georgia Nicolson series by Louise Rennison

The Divine Wind by Gary Disher

Shiver by Maggie Stiefvater

Twilight Series by Stephanie Meyer

The Truth About Forever by Sarah Dessen

Two-Way Street by Lauren Barnholdt

Twenty Boy Summer by Sarah Ockler

Forever by Judy Blume

Dash and Lily’s Book of Dares by Rachel Cohn